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LAFABLIGHT

Lafablight takes a caring
look at our daily lives, as
best it can to make each
day a little more
beautiful.
Question of meaning,
return to pure and
essential design, respect
for know-how, and the
values   of slow design.

All our products are
designed to be
welcoming, fair, honest
and well thought out
around beauty, well-
being, the art of
sensitive and committed
living. 

HANDMADE NOBLE MATERIALSMADE IN FRANCE ECO-DESIGN

In a "slow design" spirit,
our lighting fixtures are
entirely handmade in
our Chartres
workshops, giving each
of our products a
unique character.

Made in small series
from carefully selected
noble materials,
LAFABLIGHT creations
favor natural materials
and short circuits.

DURABLE, FAIR, HONEST AND WELL
DESIGNED LIGHTING



BRAIDINGS

Triple Twist Braiding Twist Croisé Braiding

Twist BraidingCroisé Braiding

Our collection is available in
different braidings, offering the
choice between several patterns.
The cotton threads and ribbons
worked into a precious mesh subtly
sculpt the light. The geometric lines
stretched and braided by hand
according to know-how constitute
the aesthetic signature of
LAFABLIGHT.



THE 
COLLECTION
LAFABLIGHT designs and creates its
collection of lighting fixtures so that
each lamp can be transformed into a
pendant lamp, table lamp, wall lamp,
or even chandelier to compose,
creating an aesthetic dialogue where
each lighting fixture responds to each
other in a harmonious play.

LAFABLIGHT lighs are designed 
for all living spaces: homes, hotels,
restaurants, offices, etc.

LAFABLIGHT also studies tailor-made
products and carries out special
orders at the request of its customers.

TABLE LAMPS
FLOOR LAMPS

PENDANT LAMPS
WALL LAMPS





TABLE LAMPS

Lafablight lamps are at home
in all rooms, offering a softer
and lighter art of living.

Illuminating lamps for reading
moments in a cozy armchair.

Bedside lamps for the privacy
of a bedroom.

Lamps to place on a desk
during home office days.

Pedestal lamps arranged on a
vintage sideboard for
Scandinavian chic.

Lamps placed on the floor for a
designer atmosphere.



ASTROFI lamp,
Croisé braiding,
placed on the
ground for a
designer
atmosphere

ASTROFI



Play on curved or slender lines
with the ECHINO lamp on a
base and the DJEMINO lamp on
a stand for a more cozy
atmosphere.



Between novels and vintage Reflex, ARIOCA base
lamp

DRUMJEE floor lamp, placed on the desk with ease



DRUMJEE floor lamp
on leather
nightstand

ECHINO base lamp
with Twist Croisé
braiding

NOTOCA floor lamp
with Croisé braiding



ASTRELLI table
lamp on Twist
braiding base

OCCYGONE table
lamp on base,
Triple Twist
braiding



FLOOR LAMPS

A beauty of a living room,
close to a sofa,
LAFABLIGHT floor lamps
are the centerpieces of a
living room. They can travel
to nice offices or export to
a library. No borders in our
wish list.



Tripod floor lamps in solid
oak, available in two
heights:
126cm & 175cm

ETIOLA



PENDANT 
LAMPS
Aerial ballet for the
LAFABLIGHT pendant
lights which adorn all
spaces with lightness.

Our woven pendant lights
cast a very studied shine on
your interior decoration
with which they resonate.

The collection offers a wide
choice of shapes, also
allowing free combinations
with different lampshades.



Composition of wooden
arc & triple DJEMINO

chandelier, Twist braiding

ETIOLA pendant light
Twist braiding 80cm,

available in 100 & 60cm
and braiding of your

choice



ASTROFI pendant light in Croisé braiding to
dress the dining room table.

Composition of a boomerang chandelier,
decorated with 3 ECHINO in Twist braiding. 
Available in different braidings.



Set of ARIOCA suspensions aligned above the bar.

DRUMJEE Twist braiding graphic pendant light



WALL 
LIGHTS

LAFABLIGHT Wall Lights are
everywhere. 
They are displayed on the
walls of offices, galleries,
hotel lobby, or illuminate the
privacy of a room.

The collection is available in
wall sconces, rising or
descending arm sconces.



ETIOLA
 The small ETOLA

30cm wall light
finds its place solo

or in pairs in all
rooms of the

house Also
available in a 58cm

version.
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